Introduction
This is the first of two papers describing how properties of open continuous maps between locales (which are the lattice-theoretic generalisation of topological spaces) can be used to give very straight-forward, constructive proofs of certain properties of first-order intuitionistic theories. The properties we have in mind are those of stability of a conservative interpretation of theories under pushout, and appropriate categorical formulations of Craig's Interpolation Theorem and the Beth Definability Theorem. It is thus the methods of proof rather than the results themselves that are novel, and we present them in the spirit of a demonstration of the usefulness of a category-theoretic approach to constructive logic.
In this paper we will consider only propositional intuitionistic theories and their lattice-theoretic counterpart, Hfzyting algebras. At this level the Interpolation Theorem becomes a statement about free Heyting algebras:
Theorem. Given a set X, let F(X) denote the free Heyting algebra on X. If
@SF(X), WEF(Y)and#=@nF(XUY), then thereisikF(XnY) with@r6in F(X) and &u/ in F(Y). cl
The theorem asserts that the pushout square
in the category of Heyting algebras and morphisms, has the "interpolation property", which we may define in general as follows:
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be a commutative square of partially ordered sets and order-preserving maps. We say Ithat it has the interpolation property iff for all b E B a.nd c E C, if h(b) s k(c), then there is awl with bsf(a) and g(a)lc.
Remark. In the case that jf and k have left adjoints f! and k! respectively, then the com:mutative square h,as the interpolation property iff it satisfies a "Beck-Chevalley condiition", namely
We shall prove below Then Theorem B follows from Theorem A together with elementary properties of quotients of Heyting algebras. In the final section of the paper we make some ~arkc; concerning the analogues of these theorems for the coherent fragment of itionistic propostional logic (distributive lattices) and for geometric proposi-
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The lattice-theoretic methods used in this paper are all constructively valid. Apart from any intrinsic value this approach may have, it becomes essential in the sequel [S] , where for example the proofs require the application of properties of open. maps of locales defined in toposes other than the base topos of (possibly classical) sets. In particular, no use is made of the Prime Ideal Theorem, and we deal with lattices of ideals rather than spaces of prime ideals.
We adopt the convention that a partially ordered set is a lattice if it has ati' finite meets and joins including the e,mpty ones, i.e. lattices will always have to/p and bottom elements, denoted T and I respectively.
Frames, locales and open maps
A frame is a complete lattice A in which binary meets distribute over arbitrary joins: Proof. We shall sketch the proof; full details may be found in Chapter k' of [2] .
Working in the category Frm, the pushout of J* : A-+B along g* : A---C may be constructec.I as a tensor product, P= B@,, C. As a complete lattice this is generated by elements b@c (b E B, CE C) subject to the relations assigning principal ideals and filters respectively. 1, preserves arbitrary meets and finite joins; dually 7, preserves finite meets and arbitrary joins.
In a meet semilattice A, the Heyting implication of two elements al, a?, if it exists is the unique element al -+a2 satisfying ana, (a2 H acal-,a2 for all aeA.
We then say that a morphism f: A+B of meet semilattices preserves implications iff whenver a1 --+a2 exists in A, f(a,) -${a2) exists in B and equals f(al +a2). We then have: 
IProof. (i) Suppose that arc Y(A) and ,&E X(B).
Since f-' is left adjoint to *Ff, we always have f -'(~A.~f(cr))~f-'(P)Aa.
We have to show conversely that
The mel:t of two filters CT], a2 in .F(A) is tY,Aa,= {all\azIaiEai). Since 9 2nd 9 are functorial, so is @ Also 9 and 9 preserve monomorphisms of distributive lattices; so if f is a monomorphism in Ha, Sf and hence (Qif )* = 4( :Ff)
are monomcrphisms, and thus Qlf is a surjective map of locales. Given a Hsyting algebra A, define iA . l A*@A to be the composition of ?A : A )-, X(A) vlith i,FA : 3(A)>-) 4( S'A) = @A. Then not only is iA a monomorphism of distributive lattices but also by Lemma 2.1 it preserves implications, so that it is a morphism of Heyting algebras (despite the fact that S(Aj is not a Heyting algebra). Since 1 and t are natural, given f : A-+ B in Ha we have which commutes since i is natural. Now if f is a monomorphism, @f is a surjection and then by Theorem 1.1, so is q; therefore q * oi, is a monomorphism. But the pushout sf f along g factors through q*Q, so that pushou.t is also a monomorphism.
El
Recall that congruences on a Heyting algebra A are in correspondence with filters on A: giv:n CY E . +I), we get a congruence b:q defining Let A -+A /cy denote the quotient of A by (zr. We need some simple facts about image factorizatiions and pushouts of quotients in Ha. 
The situP+! AI for distributive lattices rwd frames
In ranclusion, we makt some remzrks about the analogues of Theorems A and B frr the category 1 of d, 31 ibutive lattices and the category of frames. ' I am gra:eful to P.T. Johnstone for suggesting this example.
